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 Tool: The Judge Over Your Shoulder flowchart for judicial review
The stages of judicial review

Disputed decision received by potential Claimant

Pre-Action Protocol letter (PAP) sent by Claimant 
and received by potential Defendant

Defendant files Acknowledgement of Service (AoS) and Summary Grounds at Court.
Serves copies on other parties within 7 days

Defendant (and any Interested Party) files 
, serves detailed grounds and evidence

Claimant files Notice of Renewal to  
oral permission hearing

Permission refused at oral permission hearingClaimant files and serves Skeleton Argument

Defendant files and serves Skeleton Argument

Substantive Hearing: judicial review dismissed or  
decision challenged quashed

Permission sought from current court to appeal to Court of Appeal. If refused, 
permission to appeal sought from Courth of Appeal directly.

Permission granted on papers (by Order, served on all parties) Permission refused on papers (by Order, served on all parties)

C
laim

 held to be  
“totally w

ithout m
erit”

Defendant’s response to PAP letter

Defendant’s holding response  
to PAP letter, proposing an 
extension of time in order to  
prepare a full PAP resonse

14 days3 months

Rolled up hearing – JR skips paper permission stage and goes straight to a 
combined permission and substantive hearing35 days 7 days

14 working days 21 working days 7 days

Claimant lodges an ‘urgent application’ for judicial review. Court may shorten 
the Defendant’s time to file the AoS (2-3 days)21 days

Defendant’s full response  
to PAP letter

Claimant files judicial review  
claim form at Court. JR issued  

and served on Defendant.
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Judicial review is a complicated and lengthy process, summarised well in the above’ flowchart. Further flowcharts for 
the appeal process can be accessed in the Judge Over Your Shoulder guidance.

The four main things to consider are:

1. does the claimant have ‘standing’? In other words, is the decision they are challenging sufficiently relevant to them 
or the person they are representing?

2. has the claimant brought their challenge within the relevant time limit? 

3. has the claimant tried all alternative remedies to judicial review? 

4. can the matter be settled without the need for litigation? Is alternative dispute resolution appropriate?

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/538447/160708_JOYS_final.pdf

